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- A wall to immortalize the Sharedcode 
campaign and CICERO project.

- A wall to be a place of memory, gathering, 
social and cultural cohesion.

- A wall located in the centre of Molenbeek-
Saint-Jean, rich in social and cultural 
diversity and community network.

- A wall where local associations are settled
(Move Asbl for inclusion, prevention and 
education; VIA for the reception of first 
generation immigrants; etc.). 

- With the organisation of an all-day workshop 
with #eyesoftheheart initiative.

#CodeTheWall event – Molenbeek (15.07.2021)



#CodeTheWall event – Molenbeek (15.07.2021)

The artist – Nikita Collienne

- An artist close to the youth, specialist of urban murals 
in Belgium and elsewhere. 

- Use of painting spray for a curves lines design 
(calligraphy), symbol of sharing and diversity.



Sharedcode Festival – Bordeaux (21.07.2021)
The first edition of this European festival is part of the fight against all forms of radicalisation, through
the promotion of human values, artistic expression and the presentation of inspiring life stories; to
say what brings us together and to live our common future.

The Sharedcode Festival will take place in (ZA Quai des Queyries, Port Bastide). Bordeaux between
4pm and midnight, at the Guinguette Chez ALRIQ

Throughout the festival there will be workshops, animations, performances, live concerts, and the
SharedCode campaign will be presented.

The best moments of the day will be broadcasted on the social networks of Sharedcode and
Guinguette Chez ALRIQ (Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, website).



Sharedcode Festival – Bordeaux (21.07.2021)

The event will gather local associations,
representatives of the city and members of
Darwin’s initiative (programme of urban
hybridization combining economic activities
with citizen initiatives and associations in the
fields of culture, ecology and urban sports.

A round-table will be organised with local associations to stimulate discussions and
enhance the emergence and development of citizen alternatives.

Our ambition is to ensure the sustainability of such a festival with the organisation
of a bigger and better event next year, in Germany or Spain.
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